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Abstract. Non-repudiation is a very important requirement of sign-
cryption. It ensures that a sender cannot deny the fact that he has sign-
crypted a message. Non-interactive non-repudiation enables a receiver to
settle a repudiation dispute with the help of a judge without the need to
engage in costly multi-round interactive communications with the judge.
In this paper, we strengthen Malone-Lee’s security model for signcryp-
tion with non-interactive non-repudiation by introducing two additional,
more subtle and useful security requirements, one about the unforgeabil-
ity and the other about the confidentiality of non-repudiation evidence.
A further contribution of this paper is to design a concrete signcryp-
tion scheme that admits provable security without random oracles in
our strengthened security model for signcryption.

Keywords: signcryption, non-repudiation, public key cryptography, non-
interaction, random oracle, bilinear map.

1 Introduction

Asymmetric encryption and signature are two basic primitives in public-key
cryptography. They provide us with confidentiality and authenticity indepen-
dently. When both functions are required, traditionally one has to carefully sign
and encrypt the data sequentially. In 1997, Zheng [26] proposed a new primi-
tive called signcryption. It combines the functions of both primitives with a cost
much less than the sign-then-encrypt (or encrypt-then-sign) method.

Let us consider a scenario where a sender signcrypts a message which is then
forwarded to a receiver. Afterwards the sender denies the fact. We note that in
the original signcryption, only the receiver can decrypt the signcryptext, that
is, he is the only one who can check the validity of the message. The challenge
the receiver faces is what he can do to ask a judge to help prove the fact, while
without revealing to the judge more information than that is required. Non-
repudiation is defined to guarantee that the sender cannot deny the fact that
the message is signcrypted by her in the first place.

One technique suggested by Zheng [26] is to rely on a judge who can be totally
trusted. In this case, a receiver simply gives his private key to the judge. The
judge can decrypt the signcryptext and verify the validity of the message by
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making use of the receiver’s private key. A second technique suggested by Zheng
deals with a situation where the judge is not fully trusted. With the second
method, the receiver engages an interactive zero-knowledge proof protocol with
the judge. At the end of the execution of the protocol, the judge can make a
decision as to whether the signcrytext is indeed from the sender. Clearly, the
second method suggested by Zheng is not quite efficient in practice.

Bao and Deng [3] proposed a modified signcryption scheme, with the aim
of offering non-repudiation in a non-interactive way. With their method, when
there is a dispute on a message M and a signcryptext σ between a receiver R
and a sender S, the receiver R computes some non-repudiation evidence d, and
forwards (M, σ, d) together with the public keys (PKS , PKR) to a not necessarily
trusted judge. The judge can verify whether S has signcrypted M into σ for the
receiver R. However, it was later pointed out in [15] and [20] that the non-
repudiation evidence d would destroy the confidentiality of the message.

To address problems with Bao and Deng’s scheme, Malone-Lee [15] pro-
posed a new security model specifically for signcryption with non-interactive
non-repudiation (NINR). This model ensures that the exposure of evidence d
does not ruin the security of both confidentiality and unforgeability.

Our model. Now a natural question to ask is whether a signcryption scheme
in Malone-Lee’s model can be assured to be provably secure. We will show that
the answer to the question is unfortunately negative. The main reason for this is
that Malone-Lee’s model addresses only two basic security requirements, namely
confidentiality and unforgeability, which turns out to be inadequate to properly
define the model of signcryption with NINR. We now analyze it in greater detail.

First, it is required that a given piece of evidence d can help the judge make a
correct decision, especially when a given M is not the unsigncryption result of a
given σ. It turns out that Malone-Lee’s model does not provide this guarantee.
As an example we examine a signcryption scheme proposed by Chow et al [9].
Interestingly, although that scheme can be proved to be secure in Malone-Lee’s
model, a piece of not well-formed evidence d can lead a judge to incorrectly regard
a wrong message M ′ as being the unsigncryption of a signcryptext σ. To rectify
the above problem, we consider a new security requirement for signcryption
with NINR, namely soundness of non-repudiation. Fulfilling this requirement
will guarantee that a judge can always make a right decision.

Second, we observe that in some previous schemes, such as those proposed
in [17] [18] [14] [24], non-repudiation evidence d can be generated not only by
the receiver but also by the sender. That is to say, even if a judge is sure that a
signcryptext σ is in fact signcrypted from some message M , he still can not be
sure who generated this non-repudiation evidence d. This ambiguity can cause
troubles in many practical uses. As an example, consider a patient who receives
a signcrypted medical report from his doctor. If the patient is malicious, he can
generate a piece of well-formed evidence d, and then deliberately expose the
contents of the report to a third party. Latter, he claims that it is the doctor
who exposes his report to the third party, and asks for compensation. A judge
in this case will not be able to decide who, the patient or the doctor, is on the
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wrong side. Problems of similar nature may occur in many other situations, e.g.
military scenarios, on-line business transactions etc. In order to clarify the above
ambiguity, we consider an additional new security requirement, namely unforge-
ability of non-repudiation evidence, which guarantees that only the receiver can
generate valid non-repudiation evidence d.

Our scheme. Since the concept of signcryption introduced by Zheng [26],
a number of signcryption schemes with the property of non-interactive non-
repudiation [15] [17] [18] [9] etc. have been designed and proved secure in the
random oracle model [6] which assumes that certain functions, such as one-way
hash functions, output truly random values. While the random oracle model has
been a very useful tool in the field of provable security, no real hash function be-
haves like a random function. As a result, designing a signcryption scheme with
NINR that does not rely on a random oracle for its security is both attractive
in scholarly research and useful in practice. In the past few years, a number of
research papers e.g.[22] [23] [14] have been published on the topic of signcryption
without random oracles. However, according to the best of our knowledge, none
of these schemes is provably secure for non-interactive non-repudiation.

In this paper, we design a signcryption scheme with NINR that can be proved
secure without random oracles. Our signcryption scheme is based on the signa-
ture scheme of Boneh, Shen and Waters [8], and is very compact when compared
with the underling signature scheme. We will provide a specific efficiency com-
parison in Section 5.1.

Organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We introduce some
preliminary facts in Section 2. In Section 3 we describe our model for signcryption
with NINR by defining the syntax, analyzing Malone-Lee’s model, defining four
security requirements, together with in depth discussions on core aspects of the
model. In Section 4, we construct a concrete signcryption scheme with NINR,
and prove that it is secure without random oracles. In Section 5, we discuss how
to improve the efficiency of the scheme together with its practical applications.
Finally, we draw some conclusions in Section 6. As a side contribution, we note
that our contruction can be turned into an even more efficient scheme when
random oracles are allowed. We discuss this in the appendix.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Bilinear Maps

Throughout this paper we use the following standard notations on bilinear maps.
Let G and GT be two (multiplicative) cyclic groups of prime order p. Let g

be a generator of G. A symmetric bilinear map is a map e : G × G → GT with
the following properties:

1. Bilinear: for all u, v ∈ G and a, b ∈ Zp, we have e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab.
2. Non-degenerate: all u, v ∈ G satisfy e(u, v) �= 1.
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2.2 Collision Resistent Hash Functions

Throughout this paper we use ε with an appropriate subscript to indicate a
negligible function that vanishes at least as fast as the inverse of a polynomial
in an appropriate security parameter.

A hash function H is said to be collision resistant if it is infeasible for an
adversary to find two different inputs m0 and m1 such that H(m0) = H(m1). A
more formal definition follows.

Definition 1. A hash function H is (t, εH)-collision-resistant if for any adver-
sary A running in time t, it has possibility at most εH in finding two different
inputs m0 and m1 such that H(m0) = H(m1).

We require two collision resistent functions with different ranges for their out-
puts. Specifically, let G and GT be two groups of prime order p. The first collision
resistent function H1 maps input from GT ×G×G to an element in Zp, and the
second resistent function H2 maps input from G to a string in {0, 1}n.

2.3 Discrete Logarithm Assumption

The discrete logarithm problem applies to mathematical structures called groups.
Let G be a group of prime order p, and g be a generater for G. We have the
following definition for the discrete logarithm (D-Log) assumption.

Definition 2. The (t, εDLog) D-Log assumption holds in G, if for any adversary
A, given a random element g3 ∈ G, running in time t, A has possibility at most
εDLog in finding an integer x ∈ Zp such that gx = g3.

2.4 Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) Assumption

Let G, GT be groups of a same prime order p, g be a generater of G, and
e : G×G→ GT be a bilinear map. Choose a, b, c, k from Zp at random, and let

BDH = {g, ga, gb, gc, T ← e(g, g)abc},
Random = {g, ga, gb, gc, T ← e(g, g)k}.

The DBDH assumption claims that BDH and Random are indistinguishable.
For any adversary A, consider two experiments. A is given BDH in experiment
0, and is given Random in experiment 1. A’s advantage for solving the DBDH
assumption is

εdbdh = |Pr[A = 1 in experiment 0]− Pr[A = 1 in experiment 1]|.

Definition 3. The (t, εdbdh)-DBDH assumption holds, if any adversary A run-
ning in time t has advantage at most εdbdh in solving the DBDH assumption.
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3 The Proposed Model of Signcryption with NINR

3.1 Syntax of Signcryption with NINR

A signcryption scheme with NINR is composed of six algorithms. The first four
algorithms constitute a signcryption scheme, and the last two algorithms fulfill
the requirements of NINR.

– SetupPub(1η), run by a trusted party: Given a security parameter 1η, a
trusted party generates and outputs the system’s public parameter Pub.

– KeyGen(Pub, IDP ), run by every user: User P takes the public parameter
Pub as input, outputs a pair of private/public keys (SKP , PKP ).

– Signcryption(SKS, PKR, M), run by a sender: To communicate a message
M ∈ M (M is the message space) from a sender S to a receiver R, the
algorithm produces a signcryptext σ on M by using S’s private key SKS

and R’s public key PKR. The signcryptext σ is sent to R.
– Unsigncryption(SKR, PKS, σ), run by a receiver: Upon receiving a sign-

cryptext σ from S, the algorithm first checks whether σ is valid. It returns
a plaintext M if σ is valid, or a special symbol ⊥ otherwise.

– NR-Evidence-Gen(SKR, PKS , σ), run by a receiver: If σ is a valid signcryp-
text, the algorithm computes and returns a piece of non-repudiation evidence
d. Otherwise, the algorithm returns a symbol ⊥.

– JG-Verification (σ, M, d, PKS , PKR), run by a judge: Upon receiving a sign-
cryptext/message pair (σ, M), a piece of non-repudiation evidence d, a sender
S’ public key PK, and a receiver R’s public key PKR, the algorithm returns
a special symbol � if it is S who has signcrypted the message M into σ for
R, or a symbol ⊥ otherwise.

For consistency, we require that for all σ = Signcryption(SKS, PKR, M), we
should have M = Unsigncryption(SKR, PKS , σ).

For completeness, we require that for all signcryptext σ and all possible
d = NR-Evidence-Gen(SKR, PKS , σ), if M = Unsigncryption(SKR, PKS, σ),
then we should have � ← JG-V erification(σ, d, M, PKS, PKR).

Remark 1. The public parameter Pub is not explicitly taken as input to the
last four algorithms, since we assume that all the users in the system know Pub.

3.2 Analysis of Malone-Lee’s Model

We first review security models for regular signcryption. Baek et al. [8] proposed
a formal security model for signcryption in 2001. Independently of this, An et
al. [1] also came up with similar security models for signcryption. Both models
consider two security definitions, namely confidentiality and unforgeability. And
in the models of both papers, two factors are considered:

1. If there are only two users (a sender and a receiver) in the network, then it
is called a two-user setting; otherwise if there are many (more than two) users
in the network, then it is called a multi-user setting.
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2. If the adversary is a sender (in the attack game of unforgeability) or a
receiver (in the attack game of confidentiality) in the communication for chal-
lenge, then we call it an inside attacker setting. Otherwise, we call it an outside
attacker setting.

Melone-Lee’s model [15] is different from the widely used definitions proposed
by Baek et al. [8] and An et al.[1] in the following two aspects:

1. In Molone-Lee’s model, an adversaryA is able to get the value of evidence d
by asking for non-repudiation oracles. For each non-repudiation oracle, A makes
queries with a signcryptext σ together with a sender and a receiver’s public keys,
and receives as a return from the oracle a piece of corresponding evidence d.

2. Malone-Lee’s model is defined in a multi-user attacker setting, but the
basic underling security definitions are different from the definitions proposed
by Baek et al. [8] and An et al.[1]. For example, in the attack game (for either
confidentiality or unforgeability) with a multi-user inside attacker setting in [1]
and [8], the adversary is able to generate public keys for all users in the system
except the one who is an attack target. In comparison, with the attack game
(e.g. confidentiality) of Malone-Lee’s model, the adversary is given public keys
for all users in the system at the beginning. Afterwards, he chooses one of them
as his attack target. An advantage of Malone-Lee’s model is that the user (whom
the adversary will attack against) can be arbitrarily chosen by the attacker. But
the total number of all users in the system needs to be pre-decided, and the
public keys of all users should be pre-computed by the simulator. When there
are a large number of users in the system (which happens frequently in practise),
security bounds provided by the proof become less tight.

3.3 Security Definitions in Our Model

In our model, we will consider four security requirements, namely confiden-
tiality, unforgeability, soundness of non-repudiation, and unforgeability of non-
repudiation evidence. If a signcryption scheme with NINR can be proved secure
under the first three definitions, we say that it is SCNINR secure. If a signcryp-
tion scheme with NINR is SCNINR secure and can also be proved secure under
the definition of unforgeability of non-repudiation evidence, we say that it is
strong SCNINR secure.

Our definitions do not follow Malone-Lee’s model directly. Instead we mainly
refer to the basic definitions of [8] and [1] in a multi-user inside attacker setting,
together with Malone-Lee’s idea [15] of adding non-repudiation oracles in the
attack game.

Confidentiality. The attack game for indistinguishability of signcryption under
chosen ciphertext attack (IND-SCNINR-CCA) contains five steps as follows:

– Setup system: An adversaryA is given the system’s public parameter Pub ←
SetupPub(1η), anda challengeuserB’s public keyPKB←KeyGen(Pub,IDB).
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– Oracles before challenge: A is able to ask for a number of signcryption,
unsigncryption and non-repudiation oracle queries associated with the chal-
lenge user B.
• For each signcryption oracle query, A generates a receiver’s public key

PKR, a message M ∈ M, and outputs (PKS , PKR, M) with PKS =
PKB. This oracle returns to A with σ ← Signcryption(SKB, PKR, M).
• For each unsigncryption oracle query, A generates a sender’s public key

PKS and a signcryptext σ, outputs (PKS , PKR, σ) with PKR = PKB.
This oracle returns toAwith the result ofUnsigncryption(PKS, SKB, σ).
• For each non-repudiation oracle query, A generates a sender’s public key

PKS , a signcryptext σ, and outputs (PKS , PKR, σ) with PKR = PKB.
This oracle returns to A with the result of NR-Evidence-Gen(PKS,
SKB, σ).

– Challenge: A generates a sender’s public key PKS∗ , and produces two equal
length messages (M0, M1) in M. A outputs (PKS∗ , PKR∗ , M0, M1) with
PKR∗ = PKB, then is returned with σ∗ ← Signcryption(SKS∗, PKB, Mγ),
where γ is randomly chosen from {0, 1}.

– Oracles after challenge: This step is the same as Oracles before challenge
step, except that A is not allowed to ask for an unsigncrypiton oracle query
or a non-repudiation oracle query on σ∗ with sender/receiver public key
(PKS∗ , PKR∗ = PKB).

– Guess: A outputs a guess bit γ′ for γ.

If γ′ = γ, then A wins the above attack game. We define the advantage for A to
win this game is ε = |Pr[γ′ = γ]− 1/2|.
Definition 4. The signcryption scheme with NINR is (t, qs, qu, qn, ε) IND-
SCNINR-CCA secure, if for running in time t, any adversary A who has asked
for signcryption oracle queries qs times, unsigncryption oracle queries qu times
and non-repudiation oracle queries qn times, has advantage at most ε in winning
the IND-SCNINR-CCA game.

Unforgeability. The attack game for strong existential unforgeability of sign-
cryption with NINR under chosen message attack (SEU-SCNINR-CMA) con-
tains three steps as follows:

– Setup system: The same as the Setup system step in the IND-SCNINR-CCA
game.

– Oracles: The same as the Oracles before the challenge step in the IND-
SCNINR-CCA game.

– Forge: A generates a receiver’s public key PKR∗ , and outputs a forged sign-
cryptext σ∗ on (PKS∗ , PKR∗) with PKS∗ = PKB.

If the following two conditions are both satisfied, then we say that A wins the
SEU-SCNINR-CMA game:

1. Unsigncryption(PKB, SKR∗ , σ∗) �= ⊥;
2. σ∗ is not a result of any the signcryption oracle queries with sender/receiver

public key (PKS∗ = PKB, PKR∗).
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Definition 5. The signcryption scheme with NINR is (t, qs, qu, qn, ε) SEU-
SCNINR-CMA secure, if for running in time t, any adversary A, who has asked
for signcryption oracle queries qs times, unsigncryption oracle queries qu times
and non-repudiation oracle queries qn times, has possibility at most ε in winning
the SEU-SCNINR-CMA game.

Soundness of Non-repudiation. As we have described in the introduction,
soundness of non-repudiation should ensure a judge always make a right decision.
That is, if a given M is not the unsigncryption result of a given σ, the judge
should not let it pass the verification. We first give an intuition for the attack
game:

To achieve this goal, our attack game described below for the soundness of
non-repudiation assumes a very strong adversary A, who can generate all users’
public/private keys, including the challenge user B. Then in the challenge, A
asks for one signcryption oracle. He outputs (M, PKS), the signcryption oracle
returns a signcryptext σ = Signcryption(SKS, PKR = PKB, M). Finally, if A
outputs another message M ′(M ′ �= M), and a piece of evidence d′ such that
JG-V erification(σ, M ′, d′, PKS, PKB) = �, then A wins.

In this attack game, we do not have oracle stages(as in pervious attack games),
since A is stronger than the attackers (in confidentiality and unforgeability). A
knows all users’ public/private keys, therefore, he can compute all the algorithms
in the scheme himself. Finally, if A wins, it implies the judge makes a wrong
decision.

This definition is similar to the definition of proof soundness in the model of
public-key encryption with non-interactive opening by Damgard et al. [11] and
Galindo et al. [12].

The game for the soundness of non-repudiation of signcryption with NINR
consists of three steps as follows:

– Setup system: First, the adversary A is given the system’s public param-
eter Pub. Then he generates a challenge user B’s public/private key pair
(PKB, SKB), and forwards (PKB, SKB) to the system.

– Challenge: In this stage, A has access to a signcryption oracle query once. A
generates a sender’s public key PKS and a message M ∈ M, then outputs
(PKS , PKR, M) with PKR = PKB to the signcryption oracle. Finally, A is
returned with σ ← Signcryption(SKS, PKB, M).

– Output: A outputs a message M ′ together with some non-repudiation evi-
dence d′.

If JG-V erification(σ, M ′, d′, PKS , PKB) = � and M ′ �= M , then A wins this
game.

Definition 6. A SCNINR scheme satisfies (t, ε) computational the soundness
of non-repudiation, if any adversary running in time t has probability at most ε
in winning the above game where ε is negligible. If ε = 0, the SCNINR scheme
satisfies the perfect soundness of non-repudiation.
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Unforgeability of Non-repudiation Evidence. The attack game is similar
to the attack game of unforgeability in most stages, but is different in the forge
stage. The adversary’s object here is to forge a piece of valid non-repudiation
evidence on a new signcryptext.

The game for existential unforgeability of non-repudiation evidence in sign-
cryption with NINR under chosen message attack (EUF-NR-evidence-SCNINR-
CMA) contains three steps as follows:

– Setup system: The same as the Setup system step in SEU-SCNINR-CMA
game.

– Oracles: The same as the Oracles step in the SEU-SCNINR-CMA game.
– Forge: A generates the sender’s public key PKS∗ , outputs a message M∗, a

piece of non-repudiation evidence d∗, and a signcryptext σ∗.

A wins the game if JG-V erification(σ∗, d∗, M∗, PKS∗ , PKR∗) = � with
PKR∗ = PKB and A has never asked for a non-repudiation oracle query
or an unsigncryption oracle query on σ∗ with sender/receiver public key
(PKS∗ , PKB).

Definition 7. The signcryption scheme with NINR is (t, qs, qu, qn, ε) EUF-NR-
evidence-SCNINR-CMA secure if for running in time t, A has asked for qs

signcryption oracle queries, qu unsigncryption oracle queries, qn non-repudiation
oracle queries and has possibility at most ε in winning this game.

3.4 Adapt Our Model to Existing Schemes

When we adapt our model to existing schemes, we find out that some schemes
e.g. Malone-Lee’s scheme in [15] and the second scheme of Chow et al. in [9]
achieve the first three security requirements1, but no schemes can fulfill the
security requirement of unforgeability of non-repudiation evidence. The reason
why none of the existing schemes (including [15] and [9]) meets the last security
requirement is that, traditionally, the evidence d is secret information (normally
the Diffie-Hellman key) embedded by the sender to prevent other users except
for the receiver from verifying the regular signature of M . In this method, the
sender is the one who directly generates d, and the receiver can regenerate the
value of d indirectly. In other words, both the sender and the receiver hold d.
In signcryption, this results in an attack on the security requirement of unforge-
ability of non-repudiation evidence (as the sender can be a successful forger).
For example, the evidence in Malone-Lee’s scheme [15] is an element k2 which
can be generated by the receiver as well as the sender.

Our construction, which will be described in detail in the next section, is
different from the traditional idea. The generation of evidence d makes use of
the identity-based technique [7]. If one takes the receiver’s private key as a master
key of the public key generator (PKG), then d can be regarded as a private key
1 Since the proofs are long and can be readily derived from existing proofs of those

schemes, we omit them from this paper.
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of identity ID whose value is determined by the current signcryptext σ. The
judge decrypts σ by making use of d, and then checks whether it matches the
value of the given message M . Informally, since d can only be used to decrypt
σ rather than other signcryptexts, the exposure of d does not pose risks to
confidentiality. Furthermore only the receiver, who is the only one holding the
master key, can generate d. Therefore, the unforgeability of non-repudiation
evidence is also ensured.

4 The Proposed Signcryption Scheme with NINR

4.1 Construction

Our signcryption scheme with NINR follows the six algorithm approach we de-
fined in Section 3.1. We first describe the SetupPub algorithm, and then list
other algorithms in Table 1 and Table 2.

– SetupPub(1η) by Trusted Party:
On input a security parameter 1η, a trusted party runs the following steps:

1. Set up {G, GT , e, g}, where G and GT are groups of prime order p, g ∈ G

is a generator, and e : G×G→ GT is a bilinear map.
2. Set up {g1, g2, g3, u0, U}: Choose random elements g1, g2, g3, u0 from

G, and a random n-length vector U = (u1, ..., un) ∈ Gn. For each i
(1 ≤ i ≤ n), ui is a random element in G.

3. Set up two collision-resistent hash functions H1 and H2, where H1 :
GT ×G ×G→ Zp and H2 : G→ {0, 1}n.

The system’s public parameter is: Pub = {G, GT , e, g, g1, g2, g3, u0, U, H1, H2}.

For consistency, one can verify that

σ0/e(σ1, g
αR
1 ) = M · e(g1, gR)t/e(gt, gαR

1 ) = M.

For completeness, we have

σ0 · e(σ2, d2)
e(σ1, d1) · e(d3, gS)

=
M · e(g1, gR)t · e(gαS

2 (u0

∏n
i=1 uci

i )t, gr)
e(gt, gαR

1 · (u0

∏n
i=1 uci

i )r) · e(gr
2 , gS)

=
M · e(g1, gR)t · e(gαS

2 , gr) · e(u0

∏n
i=1 uci

i , g)t·r

e(g1, gR)t · e(g, u0

∏n
i=1 uci

i )t·r · e(gr
2, gS)

= M.

4.2 Security Proofs

Now we will prove that the above signcryption scheme with NINR is strong
SCNINR secure.
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Table 1. KeyGen& Signcryption & Unsigncryption Algorithms

KeyGen(Pub, IDP ) by User P :
1. randomly chooses αP ∈ Zp,
2. compute gP ← gαP ,
3. let the private key be SKP ← {αP },
4. let the public key be PKP ← {gP }.
Signcryption(SKS, PKR, M) by Sender S:
To signcrypt M ∈ GT to be communicated to receiver R, sender S
runs:
1. choose random elements t, s ∈ Zp,
2. compute σ0 ←M · e(g1, gR)t,
3. compute σ1 ← gt,
4. compute θ ← H1(σ0, σ1, gS),
5. compute z ← gθg3

s,
6. compute C ← H2(z), write as (c1...cn) ∈ {0, 1}n,

7. compute σ2 ← gαS
2 (u0

n∏

i=1

uci
i )t,

8. set σ3 ← s,
9. let the signcryptext be σ ← (σ0, σ1, σ2, σ3).

Unsigncryption(SKR, PKS , σ) by Receiver R:
To unsigncrypt σ from sender S, receiver R runs:
1. compute θ ← H1(σ0, σ1, gS),
2. compute z ← gθg3

σ3 ,
3. compute C ← H2(z), and write it as (c1...cn) ∈ {0, 1}n,
4. if e(σ2, g) �= e(g2, gS) · e(σ1, u0

∏n
i=1 uci

i ), return ⊥.
5. otherwise compute and return M ← σ0/e(σ1, g

αR
1 ).

Proof of Confidentiality

Theorem 1. The signcryption scheme is (t, qs, qu, qn, εH1 + εH2 + εDlog + (qu +
qn)/p+εdbdh) IND-SCNINR-CCA secure, under the (t, εdbdh) DBDH assumption,
the (t, εDlog) Discrete Logarithm assumption in G, and the assumption that the
hash functions H1 and H2 are (t, εH1) and (t, εH2) collision resistent respectively.

Proof of Theorem 1: We are going to use the game technique [19] to prove this
theorem. Throughout this proof, we will list six games, from Game 0 to Game 5.
All the games are executed between an adversary and a simulator. Game 0 is the
IND-SCNINR-CCA game defined above, and other games will be quite similar
to Game 0 in their overall structure, and will only differ from Game 0 in terms of
how the simulator works. The key point for the proof is that we want to make sure
that for each i (1 ≤ i ≤ 5), either Pr[γ = γ′ in game i] = Pr[γ = γ′ in game i−1]
or |Pr[γ = γ′ in game i]− Pr[γ = γ′ in game i− 1]| ≤ Pr[Fi] where Pr[Fi] is
a negligible value.

In order to analyze the value of |Pr[γ = γ′ in game i]−Pr[γ = γ′ in game i−
1]|, we need the following lemma whose proof can be found in [19]:
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Table 2. NR-Evidence-Gen & JG-Verification Algorithms

NR-Evidence-Gen(SKR, PKS, σ) by Receiver R:
To compute non-repudiation evidence d, receiver R runs:
1. steps 1-4 of Unsigncryption in Table 1,
2. choose a random r ∈ Zp,
3. compute d1 ← gαR

1 (u0

∏n
i=1 uci

i )r,
4. compute d2 ← gr,
5. compute d3 ← gr

2 ,
6. return d← (d1, d2, d3).

JG-Verification(σ,M, d,PKS , PKR) by Judge:
To verify whether M = Unsigncryption(SKR, PKS, σ), the judge
runs:
1. steps 1-4 of Unsigncryption in Table 1,
2. if e(d2, g2) �= e(g, d3), return ⊥,
3. else if e(d1, g) �= e(g1, gR) · e(u0

∏n
i=1 uci

i , d2), return ⊥,

4. else if M �= σ0·e(σ2,d2)
e(σ1,d1)·e(d3,gS)

, return ⊥,
5. otherwise return �.

Lemma 1. Let S1, S2 and F be events defined on some probability spaces. Sup-
pose that the event S1 ∧ ¬F occurs if and only if S2 ∧ ¬F occurs. Then

| Pr[S1]− Pr[S2] |≤ Pr[F ].

We are now ready to describe the six games.

– Game 0: This game is the usual game used to define IND-SCNINR-CCA
security. Therefore, the advantage for adversary A in winning the IND-
SCNINR-CCA game is

ε = |Pr[γ = γ′ in game 0]− 1/2|. (1)

– Game 1: Game 1 is the same as Game 0, except that the sim-
ulator keeps a list of data (σ0, σ1, σ3, θ, z, C, gS , gR) for all unsign-
cryption and non-repudiation oracles, and he also keeps the data of
(σ∗

0 , σ∗
1 , σ∗

3 , θ∗, z∗, C∗, yS∗ , yR∗) produced in the challenge oracle.
At the end of the step “oracles after challenge”, the simulator checks the

whole list to find out whether the following three cases happen:

• Case (1) (σ0, σ1, gS) �= (σ∗
0 , σ∗

1 , gS∗), θ = θ∗;
• Case (2) θ �= θ∗, z = z∗;
• Case (3) z �= z∗, C = C∗.

If any one of the three cases happens, it aborts.

Analysis: For Case (1) and Case (3), we can find a collision in H1 and H2

respectively. For Case (2), we can compute log g3 ← θ−θ∗
σ∗
3−σ3

. According to the
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previous security definition of H1, H2 and D-Log assumption, the possibility
for Case (1) to be true is εH1 , Case (2) is εDlog, and Case (3) is εH2 . Then,

Pr[new abort in game 1] = εH1 + εH2 + εDlog. (2)

Without this new abort, simulators in Game 0 and Game 1 run in the same
manner. Therefore, according to Lemma 1, we have

|Pr[γ =γ′ in game 1]−Pr[γ =γ′ in game 0] |≤ Pr[new abort in game 1].(3)

Now in Game 1, if the simulator does not abort, then for all unsigncryption
and non-repudiation oracles, C �= C∗. This conclusion will be useful for
analysis in the latter games. We analyze it from the following four cases:

1. If (σ0, σ1, yS) �= (σ∗
0 , σ∗

1 , yS∗), and since all the above three cases for
abort do not happen, then we get C �= C∗.

2. Else if (σ0, σ1, yS) = (σ∗
0 , σ∗

1 .yS∗) and σ3 �= σ∗
3 , then z �= z∗. Since case

(3) does not happen, we get C �= C∗.
3. Else if (σ0, σ1, σ3) = (σ∗

0 , σ∗
1 , σ∗

3), and gS = gS∗ , according to the ver-
ification equation e(σ2, g) = e(g2, gS) · e(σ1, u0

∏n
i=1 uci

i ), we get that
σ2 = σ∗

2 when verification passed. Therefore, in this case σ = σ∗, which
is not allowed according to the attack game.

4. Else if (σ0, σ1, σ3) = (σ∗
0 , σ∗

1 , σ∗
3), and gS �= gS∗ , then θ �= θ∗. Case (2)

and case (3) do not happen to cause an abort, therefore, C∗ �= C.

– Game 2: Game 2 is mostly the same as Game 1, with the following three
changes:
1. In setup system step, generate {g2, g3, u0, U} as follows:

• Choose random elements x, y ∈ Zp, and compute g2 ← gx, g3 ← gy.
• To generate U , choose random elements k1, ..., kn ∈ Zp, and from

i = 1 to n compute ui ← g1
ki .

• To generate u0, choose random elements α, λ ∈ Zp, compute z∗ ←
gα, C∗ ← H2(z∗), write C∗ as (c∗1, ..., c

∗
n) ∈ {0, 1}n. Compute τ∗ ←∑n

i=1 kic
∗
i , then u0 ← g1

−τ∗
gλ.

2. In the challenge step, the simulator generates σ∗
0 , σ∗

1 according to the
signcryption algorithm, but computes σ∗

2 , σ∗
3 as follows:

σ∗
2 ← gx

S∗ · σ∗
1

λ, σ∗
3 ←

α−H1(σ∗
0 , σ∗

1 , gS∗)
y

.

3. For all unsigncryption and non-repudiation oracles, if
∑n

i=1 kici = τ∗,
then the simulator aborts.

Analysis: We now analyze the above three changes one by one.
1. For changes in 1, it is easy to see that U ∈ Gn, u0 ∈ G, g2 ∈ G and

g3 ∈ G are still random vector and elements. Therefore, these changes
are only notational changes.
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2. For changes in 2, if we take s← α−H1(σ∗
0 ,σ∗

1 ,gS∗)
y , which is also a random

element in Zp, then it is easy to verify that σ∗
2 = gαS∗

2 (u0

∏n
i=1 u

c∗i
i )t, σ∗

3 =
s, which is a valid setting.

3. For changes in 3, recall the conclusion in Game 1 that, if not abort, for all
unsigncryption and non-repudiation C �= C∗. And (k1, ..., kn) ∈ Zn

p are
independent elements chosen randomly by the simulator (independent of
the adversary), and for the complexity of discrete logarithm assumption,
the value of (k1, ..., kn) are computationally hidden from the value of
(u1, .., un). Therefore, the value of (k1, ..., kn) and independent of the
adversary’s view. For each unsigncryption oracle and non-repudiation
oracle, we have Pr[

∑n
i=1 kici = τ∗] = 1/p.

Finally, we have

Pr[new abort in game 2] = (qu + qn)/p. (4)

Without this new abort, the simulator provides the same environment as in
Game 1. According to Lemma 1, we have

|Pr[γ =γ′ in game 2]−Pr[γ =γ′ in game 1] |≤ Pr[new abort in game 2].(5)

Now in Game 2, if not abort, then for all unsigncryption and non-repudiation
oracles,

∑n
i=1 kici �= τ∗.

– Game 3: Game 3 is similar to Game 2, except that in both oracles be-
fore challenge step and oracles after challenge step, the simulator computes
answers for oracles as follows:

• For each signcryption oracle: Compute gαB

2 ← gx
B, and signcrypt the

message according to the Signcryption algorithm.
• For each non-repudiation oracle: First, run steps 1-4 in unsigncryption

algorithm. If
∑n

i=1 kici = τ∗, then the simulator aborts, otherwise it
computes d← (d1, d2, d3) as follows:

(d1 ← gB

−λ∑n
i=1 kici−τ∗

, d2 ← gB

−1∑n
i=1 kici−τ∗

, d3 ← dx
2).

• For each unsigncryption oracle: The simulator first runs the non-
repudiation oracle to get d, and then decrypt the signcryptext as follows:

M ← σ0 · e(σ2, d2)
e(σ1, d1)e(d3, gS)

.

Analysis: It is easy to verify that

d1 = gαB
1 (u0

∏
uci

i )r, d2 = gr, d3 = gr
2 , where r ← −αB∑n

i=1 kici − τ∗ .
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Recall that in Game 2, if
∑n

i=1 kici = τ∗, then the simulator also aborts.
Therefore, all the changes in the game are just notational. We have:

Pr[γ = γ′ in game 3] = Pr[γ = γ′ in game 2]. (6)

Now in Game 3, if not abort, the simulator runs the attack game perfectly
without the knowledge of αB.

– Game 4: Game 4 is mostly the same as Game 3, except that the simulator
tries to embed BDH = {g, ga, gb, gc, T ← e(g, g)abc} (a, b, c are random
elements in Zp) into the simulation by taking the following different steps:
1. In Setup system step, the simulator sets g1 ← ga, gB ← gb.
2. In Challenge step, the simulator computes σ∗

0 , σ∗
1 as follows:

σ∗
0 ← e(g, g)abc ·Mγ , σ∗

1 ← gc.

Analysis: If we take t ← c, then we have σ∗
0 = e(g1, gB)t ·M, σ∗

1 = gt. Since
a, b, c are random elements in Zp, then g1 ∈ G, gB ∈ G and t ∈ Zp are also
random elements. Therefore, the changes in Game 4 are only notational.
Then, we have:

Pr[γ = γ′ in game 4] = Pr[γ = γ′ in game 3] (7)

Now in Game 4, if not abort, the simulator runs the attack game per-
fectly with the values of {ga, gb, gc, e(g, g)abc}, but without the knowledge of
(a, b, c).

– Game 5: Game 5 represents a slightly modified version of Game 4. Specif-
ically, in this game instead of BDH , the simulator embeds Random =
{g, ga, gb, gc, T ← e(g, g)k} (k is randomly chosen from Zp) into the sim-
ulation by computing σ∗

0 ← e(g, g)k ·M in the Challenge step.

Analysis: If the adversary distinguishes the difference between Game 4 and
Game 5, then he also distinguishes the two cases of T . From the definition
of DBDH assumption, we have:

|Pr[γ = γ′ in game 5]− Pr[γ = γ′ in game 4]| ≤ εdbdh (8)

For the random and independent choice of T , the adversary’s output γ′ in
this game is independent of the hidden bit γ. We have

Pr[γ = γ′ in game 5|abort] = 1/2 (9)

Now in Game 5, the simulator aborts with the same probability as in
Game 4. If not abort, it simulates Game 5 perfectly with the value of
{ga, gb, bc, e(g, g)k}, but without the knowledge of (a, b, c, k). According to
previous analysis, we can reduce that the simulator aborts in Game 5 with
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probability εH1 + εH2 + εDlog + (qu + qn)/p, which can be regard as a con-
stant when the times of unsigncryption and non-repudiation oracles are fixed.
Therefore, we have

Pr[γ = γ′ in game 5] = Pr[γ = γ′ in game 5|abort] (10)

Combing all the above formulas in this proof, we get our conclusion that

|Pr[γ = γ′ in game 0]− 1/2| ≤ εH1 + εH2 + εDlog + (qu + qn)/p + εdbdh.

Proof of Unforgeability

Theorem 2. The signcryption scheme is (t, qs, qu, qn, ε) SEU-SCNINR-CMA
secure, assuming that the Waters signature scheme in [25] is (t, qs, ε/4) existen-
tial unforgeable, H1 is (t, ε/4) collision resistent, H2 is (t, ε/4) collision resistent
and the Discrete Logarithm assumption in G holds for (t, ε/4).

Proof of Theorem 2: In the SEU-SCNINR-CMA game, the adversary A’s goal is
to forge a valid signcryptext σ∗ = (σ∗

0 , σ∗
1 , σ∗

2 , σ∗
3) where σ∗ �= σ(i). Throughout

this proof, the variables with superscript (i) denote the variables computed in
the i-th signcryption oracle. And the variables with superscript ∗ denote the
variables computed in the Challenge stage. According to the result ofA’s forgery,
we divide it into four types as follows:

– Type I: C∗ �= C(i) (for all i form 1 to qs),
– Type II: C∗ = C(i) and z∗ �= z(i) for some i ∈ {1, ..., qs},
– Type III: C∗ = C(i), z∗ = z(i) and σ∗

3 = σ
(i)
3 for some i ∈ {1, ..., qs},

– Type IV: C∗ = C(i), z∗ = z(i) and σ∗
3 �= σ

(i)
3 for some i ∈ {1, ..., qs}.

We will show that a successful type I forgery will lead to a successful attack on
the Waters signature scheme, a successful type II forgery will lead to a break for
the collision-resistent hash function H2, a successful type III forgery will lead
to a break of the collision-resistent hash function H1, and a successful type IV
forgery will lead to a solution to the Discrete Logarithm assumption in G.

Before this attack, the simulator A′ flips a random coin to guess which kind
of forgery A will output, then sets up the public parameter and performs appro-
priately, and all our simulations are perfect.

– Type I forgery: We first briefly review the Waters signature scheme [25].
Given a public parameter Pubs ← {e, G, GT , u0, U, g, g2}, {αB, gB ← gαB}
are computed as private/public key pair of user B (αB is randomly cho-
sen from Zp), the signature σs on message C = (c1, ..., cn) ∈ {0, 1}n is:
(σs0 , σs1)← (gαB

2 (u0

∏n
i=1 uci

i )t, gt). The Waters signature scheme is said to
be (t, qs, ε/4) existential unforgeable (EUF), if given user B’s public key gB,
and has access to qs times signature oracles, the adversary A′ can forge a
valid signature on a new message C∗ with probability at most ε/4.
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We let A′ be the simulator of the SEU-SCNINR-CMA game as well as an
attacker of existential unforgeability (EUF) game of Waters scheme. A′ will
simulate the SEU-SCNINR-CMA game with the knowledge he gets from the
EUF game. Next, we show how A′ deals with the simulation as follows:

• In the Setup system step: A′ first gets the public parameter and user B’s
public key PKB from the EUF game. Then A′ chooses random x, y ∈ Zp,
computes g1 ← gx, g3 ← gy. Finally, A′ runs the SetupPub algorithm
to get the other elements of public parameter Pub, and returns Pub and
PKB to A.
• In the Oracles step: A′ is able to answer all the unsigncryption and

non-repudiation oracles easily, since A′ can computes gαB
1 ← gx

B. For
signcryption oracles, A′ answers it with the help of signature oracle
in EUF game. When A asks for a signcryption oracle on (M, PKS =
PKB, PKR), A′ chooses a random α ∈ Zp, computes C = H2(gα),
and then gets σs = (σs0 , σs1) on C from the signature oracle. Fi-
nally, A′ computes σ0 = e(σs1 , gR)x · M , σ1 ← σs1 , σ2 ← σs0 ,
σ3 ← (α−H1(σ0, σ1, gB))/y, returns σ = {σ0, σ1, σ2, σ3} to A.
• In the Forge step: If A outputs a successful type I forgery, σ∗ =

(σ∗
0 , σ∗

1 , σ∗
2 , σ∗

3). Then A′ can also generate a successful forgery σ∗
s ←

{σ∗
2 , σ∗

1} on a new message C∗ ← H2(gH1(σ∗
0 ,σ∗

1 ,gB)g
σ∗
3

3 ).

Now we can see that if A (adversary in SEU-SCNINR-CMA game) finally
makes a successful forgery, then A′ (as an attacker of EUF game) also makes
a valid forgery for the Waters scheme.

– Type II forgery: A is a type II adversary for the signcryption scheme, A′

is the simulator. Besides, A′ is aimed to find a collision for H2.
In this case, A′ simulates the game as a normal challenger in the defini-

tion. Finally, if A outputs a successful type II forgery that C∗ = C(i) and
z∗ �= z(i) for some i ∈ {1, ..., qs}, then A′ finds a collision for hash function
H2.

– Type III forgery: A is a type III adversary for the signcryption scheme,
A′ is the simulator. Besides, A′ is aimed to find a collision for H1.

In this case, A′ simulates the game as a normal challenger in the defini-
tion. If A outputs a successful type III forgery that C∗ = C(i), z∗ = z(i) and
σ∗

3 = σ
(i)
3 for some i ∈ {1, ..., qs}, then it implies that θ(i) = θ∗. There are

two cases follows:

1. (σ(i)
0 , σ

(i)
1 ) = (σ∗

0 , σ∗
1). According to the check equation e(σ2, g) =

e(g2, gS) ·e(σ1, u0

∏n
i=1 uci

i ) in the unsigncryption algorithm, we get that
if (σ(i)

0 , σ
(i)
1 , σ

(i)
3 ) = (σ∗

0 , σ∗
1 , σ∗

3), then σ
(i)
2 = σ∗

2 . It is an impossible case,
because it contradicts with the requirement of the attack game that
σ(i) �= σ∗.

2. (σ(i)
0 , σ

(i)
1 ) �= (σ∗

0 , σ∗
1). Then A′ finds a collision in H1.
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– Type IV forgery: A is a type IV adversary for the signcryption scheme,
B′ is the simulator. Besides, A′ is given a random element g′3 ∈ G, and is
aimed to compute y ∈ Zp where g′3 = gy.
A′ simulates the game as a normal challenger in the definition except

that in the Setup system step, he sets g3 ← g′3. Finally, if A outputs a
successful type IV forgery that C∗ = C(i), z∗ = z(i) and σ∗

3 �= σ
(i)
3 for some

i ∈ {1, ..., q}, then A′ can computes y ← (θ∗ − θ(i))/(σ(i)
3 − σ∗

3).

Proof of Soundness of Non-repudiation

Theorem 3. The signcryption scheme has perfect soundness of non-repudiation.

Proof of Theorem 3. In this game, the adversary A is given the system’s pub-
lic parameter Pub, and he generates a challenge user B’s public/privete key
pair (PKB, SKB). A is given access to a signcryption oracle. In this ora-
cle, A outputs a pair of sender/receiver public key (PKS , PKB) and a mes-
sage M , then gets σ ← Signcryption(SKS, PKB, M). If the check equation
e(σ2, g) = e(g2, gS) · e(σ1, u0

∏n
i=1 uci

i ) holds, then the signcryptext σ must be

formed as σ = (e(g1, gR)t ·M, gt, gαS
2 (u0

n∏

i=1

uci

i )t, s) for some t ∈ Zp.

Finally, A outputs a message M ′ and a non-repudiation evidence d′. If the
check equations e(d′2, g2) = e(g, d′3) and e(d′1, g) = e(g1, gR) · e(u0

∏n
i=1 uci

i , d′2)
both hold, then the non-repudiation evidence d′ must be formed as d′ ← (gαR

1 ·
(u0

∏n
i=1 uci

i )r′
, gr′

, gr′
2 ) for some r′ ∈ Zp. Hence we have

M ′ =
σ0 · e(σ2, d

′
2)

e(σ1, d′1)e(d
′
3, gS)

= M.

It contradicts the hypothesis that M �= M ′. Therefore, A has probability 0 in
wining this game. In other words, our proposed scheme satisfies perfect soundness
of non-repudiation.

Proof of Unforgeability of Non-repudiation Evidence

Theorem 4. The signcryption scheme is (t, qs, qu, qn, ε) EUF-NR-evidence -
SCNINR-CMA secure, assuming that the Waters signature scheme in [25] is
(t, qu + qn, ε/4) existential unforgeable, H1 is (t, ε/4) collision resistent, H2 is
(t, ε/4) collision resistent and the Discrete Logarithm assumption in G holds for
(t, ε/4).

Proof of Theorem 4. The proof for this theorem is very similar to that for un-
forgeability. In what follows we highlight key differences between them.

In the EUF-NR-evidence-SCNINR-CMA game, the adversary A’s goal is to
forge a valid non-repudiation evidence d∗ on σ∗ and M∗. According to the result
of A’s forgery, we divide it into four types as follows:
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– Type I: C∗ �= C(i) (for all i form 1 to qu + qn),
– Type II: C∗ = C(i) and z∗ �= z(i) for some i ∈ {1, ..., qu + qn},
– Type III: C∗ = C(i), z∗ = z(i) and σ∗

3 = σ
(i)
3 for some i ∈ {1, ..., qu + qn},

– Type IV: C∗ = C(i), z∗ = z(i) and σ∗
3 �= σ

(i)
3 for some i ∈ {1, ..., qu + qn}.

Note that in this proof, the variables with superscript (i) denote the variables
computed in the i-th unsigncryption oracle (when i ≤ qu) or in the (i − qu)-
th non-repudiation oracle (when qu < i ≤ qu + qn). And the variables with
superscript ∗ denote the variables computed in the Challenge stage.

At the beginning of the attack, the simulator A′ firstly flips a random coin to
guess which kind of forgery A will output, then sets up a public parameter and
performs appropriately. It turns out that all our simulations are perfect.

Analysis of Type II, III and IV is the same as in the proof of Theorem 2. There-
fore, we only analyze Type I forgery and omit analysis for other types here.

– Type I forgery: We let A′ be the simulator of the EUF-NR-evidence-
SCNINR-CMA game as well as an attacker of existential unforgeablility
(EUF) game of Waters scheme. We note that the Waters signature used in
this proof has one notational difference from what we have used in the proof
of Theorem 2, that is, g1 is used to replace g2. Thus, the Waters signature σs

on message C = (c1, ..., cn) ∈ {0, 1}n is: (σs0 , σs1)← (gαB
1 (u0

∏n
i=1 uci

i )t, gt).
A′ will simulate the EUF-non-repudiation evidence-SCNINR-CMA game
with the knowledge he gets from the EUF game. Next, we show how A′

simulates the game as follows:

• In the Setup system step: A′ first gets the public parameter and user
B’s public key PKB from the EUF game. Then A′ chooses random
x ∈ Zp, computes g2 ← gx. Finally, A′ runs the SetupPub algorithm in
signcryption scheme to get the other elements in public parameter Pub,
and returns Pub and PKB to A.
• In the Orales step: A′ is able to answer the all the signcryption oracles

easily, since A′ can computes gαB
2 ← gx

B. For non-repudiation oracles, A′

will answer them with the help of signature oracles in EUF game. When
A asks for a non-repudiation oracle on (σ, PKS , PKB), A′ computes C
according to the unsigncryption algorithm, and gets σs = (σs0 , σs1) on C
from the signature oracle. Finally, A′ computes d← (σs0 , σs1 , σ

x
s1

). And
for each unsigncryption oracle, A′ first runs the non-repudiation oracle
to get d, then decrypts M ← σ0·e(σ2,d2)

e(σ1,d1)e(d3,gS) .
• In the Forge step: If A outputs a successful forgery d∗ on (σ∗, M∗) with

sender/receiver public keys (PKS∗ , PKB), then A′ can also generate
a successful forgery σ∗

s ← {d∗1, d∗2} for the Waters signature on a new
message C∗ ← H2(gH1(σ∗

0 ,σ∗
1 ,gS∗ )g

σ∗
3

3 ).

Now we can see that A′ (as an attacker) will finally make a valid forgery
for Waters signature scheme, if A (the adversary in EUF-non-repudiation-
evidence-SCNINR-CMA game) makes a successful forgery.
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5 Discussions

5.1 Efficiency Comparison

Our proposed signcryption scheme is based on the signature scheme of Boneh,
Shen and Waters[8] (for short, we call it BSW signature). In order to give a
better intuition on the comparison of efficiency, we review the BSW signature
as follows:

– SetupPub: Pubbsw = {G, GT , e, g, g2, g3, u0, U, H2}. Most of the elements in
Pubbsw are generated the same way as SetupPub in in Table 1, except that
H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Zp.

– KeyGen: The same as KeyGen in Table 1.
– Sign: To sign on M ∈ SPM, the signer runs almost the same as Signcryption

in Table 1, except that there is no σ0 in the signature and θ ← H1(σ1, M).
The signature is σbsw ← (σ1, σ2, σ3).

– Verify: To verify a signature σbsw from a signer S, the verifier runs almost the
same as Unsigncryption in Table 1, except that it computes θ ← H1(σ1, M)
and there is no need to compute M in the last step. If all the check passed,
it returns �.

First, we compare our proposed signcryption scheme with the BSW signature
scheme on computational cost. From the above description, it is clear the ad-
ditional cost in signcryption is to compute σ0 (σ0 ← M · e(g1, gR)t) and the
additional cost in unsigncryption is to compute M (M ← σ0/e(σ1, g

αR
1 )).

Therefore, our signcryptext requires one additional exponentiation in GT in
signcryption and one additional bilinear computation in unsigncryption, when
pre-computation (which will be claimed latter) is applied.

Second, we compare the communication overhead with the BSW signature.
In usual communication, the BSW scheme needs to send (M, σ1, σ2, σ3, IDS),
our scheme needs to send (σ0, σ1, σ2, σ3, IDS, IDR). When |M | ≈ |GT |, there is
nearly no expansion in terms of communication overload (we assume the user
ID be a very short string compared with other elements in communication).

Third, we claim that our scheme takes advantage of the the compositional
method (either sign-then-encrypt or encrypt-then-sign). For consistency of com-
parison, we fix the underlying signature scheme as BSW scheme. Since the
cost for the compositional method is 1 + 1 = 2 (that means Total-Cost =
Costsignature +Costencryption), we only has to compare our additional cost with
the encryption scheme. For example, we choose the encryption scheme in [7].
The cost for computation cost (if pre-computation applied) is approximately 4
exponentiation in encryption and one bilinear computation in decryption. And
the ciphertext size is 2|G|+ |GT |. Clearly, the cost for the encryption scheme is
larger than our additional cost.

5.2 Improve Efficiency of the Proposed Scheme

Increase Online Computation Speed. In our scheme, the online compu-
tation efficiency can be improved if pre-computation applied. For example, a
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sender S can compute gαS
2 and a receiver can compute gαR

1 immediately after
the computation of public/private key pair. Then it can be stored for latter use.
And when a sender S communicates with a receiver R the first time, the sender
S can store the value of e(g1, gR), then he does not need to repeatedly compute
it in latter communication. Similarly, when a receiver R received a signcryp-
text from S the first time, he can also store the value of e(g2, gS). The judge
can also store the value of e(g1, gR) and e(g2, gS) after the first time of solving
computation.

This method costs a little more space for storage, but greatly improves the on-
line computation efficiency. According to an approximate estimation, the online
computation time can reduce 56.5% in Signcryption, 25.5% in Unsigncryption,
26% in NR-Evidence-Gen, and 17.3% in JG-verification2.

Considering that in practise, the cost for storage is cheaper than online com-
putation, the above per-computation method does work on improving the whole
efficiency in most cases, except the following two cases. 1. One user communi-
cates with another user once. 2. One judge just deal with repudiation problems
between two specific users once.

Reduce the Signcryptext Size. In our original scheme, the signcryptext size
is σ ∈ GT ×G2×Zp. To get a shorter signcryptext, we can replace the symmetric
bilinear map with an asymmetric bilinear map [7]: e : G1×G2 → GT , and there
is an efficiently computable homomorphism ϕ : G2 → G1. Consider the case
where h is a generator of G2, and g ← ϕ(h) is a generator of G1. Then we can
get a shorter signcryptext σ ∈ GT × G2

1 × Zp. The size of the representation
of elements in G1 is 1/k of that of G2, where k is the embedding degree [13].
This method results in lower computation speed, but it leads to a more compact
signcryptext and a boarder range of choices of elliptic curve implementations.
More details about bilinear maps used in cryptography can be found in [13].

The changes of bilinear maps result in a lot of changes in the scheme, which
are shown in detail in Table 3 and Table 4.

The security of this modified scheme is quite similar to the original scheme,
except with some small changes corresponding to the change of bilinear maps
(from symmetric ones to asymmetric ones).

5.3 Applications of Signcryption with NINR

Signcryption with NINR is suitable for those applications where we assume there
will be repudiation disputes between the sender and the receiver. For example,
emails, ATM networks, and cryptographic protocols that aims to transport, ex-
change or establish keys etc.

We take the above mentioned “key” related cryptographic protocols as an ex-
ample. In such scenarios, since the “key” is a very sensitive message, we normally
2 We assume for simplicity that a single computation of exponential computation cost

one unit of time, a bilinear computation takes 6 units of time, a multi-exponential
computation takes 1.5 units of time, and an n-time multiply computation costs one
unit of time.
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Table 3. SetupPub& KeyGen& Signcryption& Unsigncryption

SetupPub(1η) by Trusted Party:
1. generate (G1, G2, GT , e, g, h) as described above,
2. choose random h1, h2, w0 ∈ G2 and a random vector W ∈ G

n
2 ,

3. compute the images of elements and vector in step 2 by ϕ to get
g1, g2, u0 ∈ G1 and U ∈ G

n
1 .

4. choose a random element g3 ∈ G1,
5. set collision-resistant hash functions H1 : GT × G1 × G1 → Zp,
H2 : G1 → {0, 1}n.
6. Pub = {G1, G2, GT , e, g, h, g1, g2, g3, h1, h2, u0, w0, U, W, H1, H2}
KeyGen(Pub, IDP ) by User P :
1. private key for user P is a random αP ∈ Zp,
2. public key for user P is hP ← hαP .
Signcryption(SKS, PKR, M) by Sender S:
To signcrypt M ∈ GT to be communicated to receiver R, sender S
runs:
1. steps 1 and 3 of Signcryption in Table 1.
2. compute σ0 ← e(g1, hR)t ·M ,
3. steps 4-9 of Signcryption in Table 1.

Unsigncryption(SKR, PKS , σ) by Receiver R:
To unsigncrypt σ from sender S, receiver R runs:
1. steps 1 and 3 of Unsigncryption Table 1.
2. if e(σ2, h) �= e(g2, hS)e(σ1, w0Π

n
i=1w

ci
i ), return ⊥,

3. compute M ← σ0/e(σ1, h
αR
1 ).

Table 4. NR-Evidence-Gen & JG-Verification

NR-Evidence-Gen(σ,SKR, PKS)by Receiver R:
To compute non-repudiation evidence d, receiver R runs:
1. steps 1-2 of Unsigncryption in Table 3,
2. choose a random r ∈ Zp,
3. compute d1 ← hαR

1 (w0

∏
wci

i )r,
4. steps 4-6 of NR-Evidence-Gen in Table 2.

JG-Verification(σ,M, d,PKS , PKR) by Judge:
To verify whether M = Unsigncryption(SKR, PKS, σ), the judge
runs:
1. steps 1-2 in Unsigncryption in Table 3,
2. if e(g2, d2) �= e(d3, h), return ⊥,
3. else if e(g, d1) �= e(g1, hR) · e(u0

∏
uci

i , d2), return ⊥,

4. else if M �= σ0·e(σ2,d2)
e(σ1,d1)·e(d3,hS)

, return ⊥,
5. otherwise return �.
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have the following basic security requirements. From one aspect, the user who
generated the “key” (or part of the “key”), should never deny on it, and from
the other aspect, the user who exposes the fact that the sender translates such a
“key” by a well-formed evidence should also responsible for his act. Fortunately,
if we apply signcryption scheme with NINR to construct the cryptographic pro-
tocols, soundness of non-repudiation ensures that the non-repudiation evidence
d correctly reveals the relationship of a signcryptext σ and a message M , and
at the same time, unforgeability of non-repudiation evidence guarantees that
the receiver has to be responsible for exposing this relationship if he offered a
well-formed evidence.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we propose a model for signcryption with NINR. Compared with
the model of Malone-Lee, our model focuses more on the security of NINR by
considering two more security requirements. Soundness of non-repudiation makes
sure that the property of NINR really works. And unforgeability of evidence data
offers a strong requirement for some particular scenarios. Besides, we also come
up with a concrete scheme, which is the first signcryption scheme with NINR
that can be proved secure without random oracles.

Our scheme should be considered to be a first step in constructing provably
secure signcryption with NINR without random oracles. There is still a lot of
work that needs to be done. One interesting future research direction relates to
efficiency. Our construction makes use of bilinear maps which may take more
computational time than that can be afforded in some light applications where
low power computing devices dominate. As efficiency is the most important
motivation for signcryption, deigning more efficient signcryption schemes with
NINR (e.g. avoid using bilinear computations) will be very valuable.
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Appendix: A More Efficient Construction in the Random
Oracle Model

A.1 The Construction

If random oracle model is allowed, we can construct a modified scheme which
is more efficient from all aspects. The public parameter can be reduced from
O(log p) to O(1), the size of signcryptext can be reduced from GT ×G2 ×Zp to
GT ×G2, and the computational efficiency can also be improved. In this paper,
our main goal is to generate signcryption with NINR without random oracles,
but we stress that this modified scheme is also meaningful. Since even in the
random oracle model, there are no existing signcryption schemes with NINR
that fulfilling all the four security requirements of our model.

The main difference is that in the modified scheme u0u
θ
1 is used to replace

u0

∏n
i=1 uci

i in the original scheme. The construction is described in Table A-1
and Table A-2, and all the security theorems and proofs for this scheme will be
provided in the next subsection.

A.2 Security Proofs

We are going to provide security theorems and proofs for the modified signcryp-
tion scheme with NINR in the random oracle model. The difference between
the standard model and the random oracle model is that, in the random oracle
model, the attacker has access to additional hash oracles in the oracles stage. In
this proof, we assume that in each attack game, the attacker can ask for at most
qh time hash oracles on H1.

Theorem A. 1. The modified signcryption scheme is (t, qh, qs, qu, qn, ε) IND-
SCNINR-CCA secure, assuming that the (t, ε) DBDH assumption holds, and
hash function H1 is a random oracle.

Proof of Theorem A. 1: We will prove that if A has advantage ε that wins the
attack game, then the simulator A′ can solve the DBDH problem with the same
advantage ε. Initially A′ is given input a tuple (ga, gb, gc, T ), T is either gabc or
a random element in G.

– In the Setup system stage, A′ sets g1 ← ga, the challenge user B’s public
key gB ← gb. Choose random elements k1, k2, θ

∗, τ ∈ Zp, and compute u0 ←
g−θ∗·k1
1 gk2 , u1 ← gk1

1 , g2 ← gτ .
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Table A-1. SetupPub& KeyGen& Signcryption& Unsigncryption

SetupPub(1η) by Trusted Party:
Pub = {G, GT , e, g, g1, g2, g3, u0, u1, H1} is generated the same way as
in SetupPub in Table 1. But here we take H1 as a random oracle.

KeyGen(Pub, IDP ) by User P :
The same as KeyGen in Table 1.

Signcryption(SKS, PKR, M) by Sender S:
To signcrypt M ∈ GT to be communicated to receiver R, sender S
runs:
1. steps 1-4 of Signcryption in Table 1,
2. compute σ2 ← gαS

2 (u0u
θ
1)

t,
3. the signcryptext is σ ← (σ0, σ1, σ2).

Unsigncryption(SKR, PKS , σ) by Receiver R:
To unsigncrypt σ from sender S, receiver R runs:
1. compute θ ← H1(σ0, σ1, gS),
2. if e(σ2, g) �= e(g2, gS) · e(σ1, u0u

θ
1), return ⊥,

3. otherwise compute M ← σ0/e(σ1, g
αR
1 ).

Table A-2. NR-Evidence-Gen & JG-Verification

NR-Evidence-Gen(σ,SKR, PKS) by Receiver R:
To compute non-repudiation evidence d, receiver R runs:
1. steps 1-2 of Unsigncryption in Table A-1,
2. choose a random r ∈ Zp,
3. compute d1 ← gαR

1 · (u0u
θ
1)

r, d2 ← gr, d3 ← gr
2 ,

4. return d← (d1, d2, d3).

JG-Verification(σ,M, d,PKS , PKR) by Judge:
To verify whether M = Unsigncryption(SKR, PKS, σ), the judge
runs:
1. steps 1-2 of Unsigncryption in Table A-1,
2. if e(d2, g2) �= e(g, d3), return ⊥,
3. else if e(d1, g) �= e(g1, gR) · e(u0u

θ
1, d2), return ⊥,

4. else if M �= σ0·e(σ2,d2)
e(σ1,d1)e(d3,gS)

, return ⊥,
5. otherwise return �.
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– In the Oracles before challenge stage,
1. For each hash oracle on (σ0, σ1, gS), the simulator keeps a list for the

input and output for hash oracles (which is initially empty). If the input
has already been asked, check the list to find the output, else it returns
a random element θ that θ �= θ∗, and add {(σ0, σ1, gS), θ} to the list.

2. For each signcryption oracle on M with (PKS ← PKB, PKR), the sim-
ulator first computes gαB

2 ← gτ
B, then it can compute a signcryptext

according to the Signcryption algorithm.
3. For each non-repudiation oracle on σ with (PKS , PKR = PKB), the

simulator first runs step 1 of the NR-Evidence-Gen algorithm. If it does
not abort, the simulator chooses a random element r′ ∈ Zp, then com-

putes d1 ← g
k1(θ−θ∗)r′
1 g

k2
k1(θ∗−θ)

B gk2r′
, d2 ← g

1
k1(θ∗−θ)

B gr′
, d3 ← dτ

2 . Taking
r ← b

k1(θ∗−θ) + r′, then d1 ← gαB
1 (u0u

θ
1)r, d2 ← gr, d3 ← gr

2.
4. For each unsigncryption oracle on σ with (PKS , PKR = PKB), the sim-

ulator first runs the the non-repudiation oracle to get d, then computes
M ← σ0·e(σ2,d2)

e(σ1,d1)e(d3,gS) .
– In the challenge stage, A outputs (M0, M1) with (PKS∗ , PKR∗ = PKB),

the simulator computes σ∗
0 ← T ·Mγ (γ is a random bit), σ∗

1 ← gc, σ∗
2 ← gτ

S∗ .
Finally, it returns σ∗ = (σ∗

0 , σ∗
1 , σ∗

2) and then add {(σ∗
0 , σ∗

1 , gS), θ∗} to the
hash list.

– In the oracles after challenge stage, the simulator operates similar as in the
oracle before challenge stage.

– In the Guess stage, A outputs a guess bit γ′. If γ = γ′, the simulator outputs
a bit 1, or outputs a bit 0 for the DBDH assumption.

If the input tuple is sampled in experiment 0, where T = e(g, g)abc, then |Pr[γ =
γ′ in experiment 0] − 1/2| = ε. Else if the input tuple is sampled from in
experiment 1 where T = e(g, g)k, then Pr[γ = γ′ in experiment 1] = 1/2. Thus
we have
|Pr[A′ = 1 in experiment 0] − Pr[A′ = 1 in experiment 1]| = |(1/2 ±

ε) − 1/2| = ε. Therefore, if the adversary A has advantage ε in wining the
attack game, then the simulator A′ also has advantage ε in solving the DBDH
assumption.

Theorem A. 2. The signcryption scheme is (t, qh, qs, qu, qn, ε) SEU-SCNINR-
CMA secure, assuming the CDH assumption in G holds for (t, ε/qh), and hash
function H1 is a random oracle.

Proof of Theorem A. 2: We will prove that if A has advantage ε that wins the
attack game, then the simulator A′ can solve the CDH problem with advantage
at least ε/qh. For CDH assumption, A′ is given input (ga, gb), and aims to
compute gab.

– In the Setup system stage, A′ sets g2 ← ga, the challenge user B’s public
key gB ← gb. Choose random elements k1, k2, θ

∗, τ ∈ Zp, and compute u0 ←
g−θ∗k1
2 gk2 , u1 ← gk1

2 , g1 ← gτ .
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– In the Oracles stage,

1. For each hash oracle on (σ0, σ1, gS), the simulator keeps a list for the
input and output for hash oracles (which is initially empty). If the input
has already been asked, check the list to find the output. Else it returns
θ ← θ∗ with probability 1/qh, and returns a random element θ that
θ �= θ∗ with probability 1− 1/qh, and add {(σ0, σ1, gS), θ} to the list.

2. For each signcryption oracle on M with (PKS = PKB, PKR), the sim-
ulator first chooses random elements t′, θ ∈ Zp, and computes σ0 ←
e(g

τ
k1(θ∗−θ)

B gt′
1 , gR) ·M , σ1 ← g

1
k1(θ∗−θ)

B gt′ , σ2 ← g
k1(θ−θ∗)t′

2 g
k2

k1(θ∗−θ)

B gk2t′ .
Taking t ← b

k1(θ∗−θ) + t′, then σ0 ← e(g1, gR)t · M, σ1 ← gt, σ2 ←
gαS
2 (u0u

θ
1)

t. Finally, the simulator add {(σ0, σ1), θ} the the hash list.
3. For each non-repudiation oracle on σ with (PKS , PKR = PKB), the

simulator first computes the gαB
1 ← gτ

B, then it can compute an answer
according to the NR-Evidence-Gen algorithm.

4. For each unsigncryption oracle on σ with (PKS , PKR = PKB), the sim-
ulator first runs the the non-repudiation oracle to get d, then computes
M ← σ0·e(σ2,d2)

e(σ1,d1)e(d3,gS) .

– In the forge stage, if A outputs a signcryptext σ∗ ← (σ∗
0 , σ∗

1 , σ∗
2) with

(PKS∗ = PKB, PKR∗), the simulator checks the hash list with input
(σ∗

0 , σ∗
1 , gB). If it is not on the input list, then sets the output as θ∗.

If the signcryptext is a valid one, and the output of hash oracle for (σ∗
0 , σ∗

1 , gB)
is θ∗, then the simulator can solve the CDH assumption by computing
gab ← σ∗

2/σ∗
1

k2 . Now we can see the probability that {(σ∗
0 , σ∗

1 , gB), θ∗} is on
the hash list is at least 1/qh. Therefore, if A has advantage ε in winning the
attack game, then the simulator can solves the CDH assumption with advantage
at least ε/qh.

Theorem A. 3. The modified scheme has perfect soundness of non-repudiation.

Proof of Theorem A. 3: In this game, the adversary A is given the system’s
public parameter Pub, and he generates a challenge user B’s public/privete key
pair (PKB, SKB). And A is given access to a signcryption oracle. In this oracle,
A outputs a pair of sender/receiver public key (PKS , PKR = PKB) and a
message M , then gets σ ← Signcryption(SKS, PKB, M). If the check equation
e(σ2, g) = e(g2, gS) · e(σ1, u0u

θ
1) holds, then the signcryptext σ must be formed

as σ = (e(g1, gR)t ·M, gt, gαS
2 (u0u

θ
1)

t) for some t ∈ Zp.
Finally, A outputs a message M ′ and an non-repudiation evidence d′. If the

check equations e(d′2, g2) = e(g, d′3) and e(d′1, g) = e(g1, gR) · e(u0u
θ
1, d

′
2) both

hold, then the non-repudiation evidence d′ must be formed as follows: d′ ←
(gαR

1 · (u0u
θ
1)r′

, gr′
, gr′

2 ) for some r′ ∈ Zp.
Hence we have

M ′ =
σ0 · e(σ2, d

′
2)

e(σ1, d′1)e(d
′
3, gS)

= M.
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It contradicts the hypothesis that M �= M ′. Therefore, A has probability 0
in wining this game. In other words, this signcryption scheme satisfies perfect
soundness of non-repudiation.

Theorem A. 4. The modified scheme is (t, qh, qs, qu, qn, ε) EUF-NR-evidence-
SCNINR-CMA secure, assuming that CDH assumption in G holds for (t, ε/qh),
and hash function H1 is a random oracle.

Proof of Theorem A. 4: We will prove that if A has advantage ε that wins
the attack game, then the simulator A′ can solve the CDH assumption with
advantage at least ε/qh. Initially A′ is given input (ga, gb).

– In the Setup system stage, A′ sets public parameter as the simulator in the
proof of Theorem A.1.

– In the oracles stage, A′ operates similarly as the the simulator in stage of
oracles before challenge in the proof of Theorem A.1, except that A′ answers
the hash oracles in a different way. For each hash oracle on (σ0, σ1, gS), it
returns θ ← θ∗ with probability 1/qh, and returns a random element θ that
θ �= θ∗ with probability 1− 1/qh,

– In the forge stage,A outputs (d∗, σ∗, M∗, PKS∗ , PKR∗) with PKR∗ = PKB.
The simulator checks the hash list, if (σ∗

0 , σ∗
1 , gS∗) is not on the hash list as

input, then adds {(σ∗
0 , σ∗

1 , gS), θ∗} to the list.

If d∗ is a valid one, and {(σ∗
0 , σ∗

1 , gS∗), θ∗} is on the hash list, then the simulator
can solve the CDH assumption by computing gab ← σ∗

2/σ∗
1

k2 . Now we can see
the probability that {(σ∗

0 , σ∗
1), θ∗} is on the hash list is at least 1/qh. Therefore,

if A has advantage ε in winning the attack game, then the simulator can solves
the CDH assumption with advantage at least ε/qh.
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